ABSTRACT. In this note we give an application of a characterization of the multiparameter Wiener process and of the invariance principle for iî*-valued martingales.
1. Introduction. Let 9 be a positive integer, Iq = [0, l]q, the points in /' will be denoted by t, a, (ti, t2,..., tq), etc. Iq is partially ordered by stipulating t < s if and only if U < a< for i = 1,..., 9. A block fl in I9 is a subset of the form B = (s,t] = n*=i(*j»*y] for 0 < s < t < 1. For a function / defined on I" we define the increment of / around the block B by (1.1) f(B) = Y, (-l)9"Sej7(«i+ei(ii-si),...)s0-r-e9(i0-s9)). if /(g) = 0 whenever s¿ = 0.
Let C(Iq) be the set of all continuous functions on Iq with the uniform metric and let Dq = D(Iq) be the Skorohod function space on Iq. See Bickel-Wichura [1] for further details.
The Wiener process {W(t),t G I9} on D9 is characterized by (1.3) (a) P(^eG(/9)) = l, (c) If Bi,B2,-..,Bk are pairwise disjoint blocks of Iq then the increments W(Bi),..., W(Bk) are independent normal random variables with mean zero and variances \q(Bi),...,\q(Bi), X, being the Lebesgue measure on Iq. Lemma 1 below gives a characterization of the 9-parameter Wiener process in terms of fc-dimensional Wiener processes. Since its proof is straightforward it will be omitted. Lemma 1. Let {X(t), t £ Iq} be a process that vanishes at the lower boundary of Iq and has sample paths in D9 withP(X £ Cq) = 1. Then X(t) is the Wiener process on D9 if and only if for some i (i = 1,..., q) the process (X"W(i; Gi),..., X^(t; Ck)) is a k-dimensional Wiener process with the appropriate variance, where k is an arbitrary positive integer and the Cj 's are arbitrary disjoint blocks of I9-1.
2. A convergence theorem. Let (fl, 7, P) be a probability space and let {It, t G I9} be a family of a-subfields such that 7t C 7% if s < t. For 0 < t < 1 we define for i -1,..., q (2.1) 7^ = 7{it..,it,i,.,.,i) with t on the ith position.
We shall consider random fields {X(t), t £ Iq} adapted to a nondecreasing family of cr-fields {7*} that vanishes at the lower boundaries of Iq. By taking 7t = 7* X it for t G /* we may consider X(t) and W(t) adapted to the same family of c-fields {$}, where Ft = a(W(t), s < t). Invariance principle for -Revalued martingale. Theorem 2 below is just a fc-dimensional version of Billingsley's theorem [2] . Although we could prove it by using either Billingsley's arguments or McLeish's arguments [8] , it can be done by Trotter's operator method [10] as outlined below. where /(•) = f(yn-j(í) + i) and g(-) = ff(V"_., (2) -(-j/). The term Rj can be estimated as in [10] , hence given e > 0 for n sufficiently large we have E\Rj\ < en-1. Making a similar estimate for TUri_jTv"_j_1 and using condition (3.1) we have (Tvn-i -Tu^Tv^^Jfg = e(rj + % + \f"g ^(r/^WlGn-,--!) -2i
where Gj = cr(Yi,..., Y¿). (b5) Using Billingsley's truncation arguments the proof follows. D
